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Abstract

Understanding the concentration of settlement in payments and secu-

rities systems requires modelling the interaction of participants' strategic

decisions on when to submit transactions. This paper demonstrates that ex-

posure to settlement risk, along with the cost of intraday liquidity and system

design, is a crucial factor in�uencing participants timing decisions. Incor-

porating all three factors enables our model to explain a number of stylized

facts concerning behavior within the Federal Reserve's Fedwire fund and

securities systems. The stylized facts center on a major policy change and

capture the different responses of the two systems: differences in both the

pattern of settlement and the use of intraday liquidity. The results map out

how policy interacts with participants' incentives to in�uence the use of in-

traday liquidity and the resultant credit exposure of a central bank. The

model, therefore, can inform decision-making at central banks�who are

charged with ensuring a safe and ef�cient �nancial system.



Large-value payment and securities settlement systems facilitate the exchange

of goods and services and the transfer of funds between borrowers and lenders. In

many countries, the central bank operates at least one of these types of systems.

The volume and value of payments and securities transferred across these systems

necessitate that they be designed to operate both safely and ef�ciently.

In the United States, the Federal Reserve operates a large-value payment sys-

tem, the Fedwire funds service, and a securities settlement system for government

securities and other assets, the Fedwire securities service.1 On average in 2005,

it took just seven days for the value of payments settled in Fedwire funds�the

smaller of the two systems by value�to exceed nominal GDP.

The Fedwire funds system, like many large-value payment systems, is a real-

time gross settlement (RTGS) system. In an RTGS system, payments are made

one at a time with �nality. In securities settlement systems, payments are ex-

changed for �nancial securities. Many securities settlement systems settle each

transaction individually on a delivery-versus-payment (DVP) basis, so that the

securities and funds are exchanged between counterparties simultaneously with

�nality. The Fedwire securities service is a DVP system.2 Because RTGS and

DVP systems settle payments and securities one at a time, liquidity is needed to

complete each transaction.

One solution to this liquidity problem is for participants to concentrate settle-

ment at a focal period during the day so that transactions can partially offset each

other, thereby economizing on the amount of needed liquidity. Such a solution

requires participants to coordinate the time when transactions are settled, which
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may or may not be costly.

Another solution�one that is employed by many central banks including the

Federal Reserve�is to provide relatively inexpensive liquidity through intraday

overdrafts. The availability of inexpensive liquidity can improve the ef�ciency

of payment and securities settlement systems by making it less costly for partici-

pants to settle transactions when outgoing transactions are not offset by incoming

transactions. This solution, however, may provide less incentive for participants to

concentrate payments. Moreover, the provision of liquidity means that the central

bank is exposed to credit risk that it must manage.

Central banks, therefore, face a number of important policy questions when

whether and how to provide intraday liquidity in RTGS payment and DVP settle-

ment systems: 1) To what extent do the cost of acquiring intraday liquidity and

other factors in�uence the time when participants submit transactions to the sys-

tem? 2) How do these factors contribute to the concentration (or lack thereof)

of transactions during the day? 3) If there is concentration, how do these factors

affect the selection of the speci�c focal period during the day? 4) How do these

factors impact the amount of intraday overdrafts and the central banks' credit ex-

posure? 5) How do these factors affect the ef�ciency of a system? 6) How do they

affect other risks in a system, such as the risk of settlement delay?

The key policy question from which the others are derived is the �rst one.

There is limited evidence to help central banks identify what factors in�uence

participants' timing decisions. Policy analysis is often based on numerical sim-

ulations of submission patterns that assume no change in participants' behavior.
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But such analysis is subject to a type of Lucas critique, making it dif�cult to pre-

dict the effects of potential policy changes.

Our goal in this paper is to model the strategic interaction of participants in

both payment and settlement systems to better understand the intraday patterns of

settlement. With this better understanding, the model is able to make a number of

predictions regarding the policy questions posed above.

To identify the factors that in�uence a participant's timing decision for transac-

tions, our model is designed to capture a number of stylized facts about settlement

on the Federal Reserve's Fedwire funds and securities systems. The stylized facts

summarize the observed intraday pattern of settlement and the use of intraday

overdrafts both before and after the imposition of intraday overdraft fees by the

Fed in April 1994 and the subsequent increase in those fees in April 1995.3 These

facts, which emphasize different responses to the policy change for Fedwire funds

and securities, are:

1. The initial intraday overdraft fee did not signi�cantly impact the timing of

Fedwire funds settlement. Both before and after the fee, funds settlement

was concentrated later in the day.

2. The initial intraday overdraft fee did not signi�cantly affect the amount of

overdrafts related to Fedwire funds.

3. The initial intraday overdraft fee signi�cantly impacted the timing of Fed-

wire securities settlement. Before the fee, securities settlement was not
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signi�cantly concentrated. After the fee, securities settlement became con-

centrated early in the day.

4. The initial intraday overdraft fee signi�cantly reduced the amount of over-

drafts related to Fedwire securities.

5. The subsequent increase in the intraday overdraft fee had no discernible

impact on Fedwire funds or securities settlement. Neither the timing of

settlement nor the use of overdrafts was signi�cantly affected for either ser-

vice.

In order to match the stylized facts, our model allows for three factors that

in�uence the timing of transactions: the cost of intraday liquidity, the extent of

settlement risk, and the overall design of a system.

The cost of intraday liquidity captures the direct cost of going into overdraft

at the central bank. The effect of such direct costs has been the focus of ear-

lier research on large-value payments systems. In particular, Bech and Garratt

(2003)�hereafter BG� examined the effect these costs have on RTGS partici-

pants' behavior and the timing of transactions. In their model, the imposition of

an intraday overdraft fee encourages participants to noncooperatively delay pay-

ments whenever the cost of acquiring liquidity exceeds an assumed social cost of

delaying payments. This leads to late-day concentration of payments. If intraday

liquidity is free (or suf�ciently inexpensive), however, then there is equilibrium

concentration of payments early, motivated by this social cost of delay. This re-

sult is inconsistent with stylized fact 1.
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Our model is in the spirit of BG. System participants behave noncooperatively

in a zero-sum game and can obtain intraday liquidity from a central bank at a

cost.4 Participants time submissions so as to minimize all relevant costs involved

in settling transactions. The game-theoretic framework of BG is a useful starting

point to understand how changes in policies provide different incentives for banks

regarding the timing of transactions settlement.5

In our model, we drop BG's assumption that there is a social cost to the de-

lay of payments. Green (2005) argues that there is no evidence of such a social

cost in Fedwire. In the BG model this assumption directly suggests that late-day

concentration of payments is suboptimal. Relaxing this assumption makes that

prediction less obvious.

The main innovation of our model is the inclusion of settlement risk as a sig-

ni�cant factor that in�uence the timing of transactions. Fur�ne (2003) emphasizes

that settlement risk is an important factor in payment and securities settlement sys-

tems because it can be a channel for bank contagion and consequently a source of

systemic risk. To our knowledge, no one has considered the effects of settlement

risk on participants' transactions timing decisions.6 Nor has there been any work

in applying this framework to securities settlement systems.

Our inclusion of settlement risk is based on the following intuition. When a

sender of a payment initiates a transaction, the participant's balance at the central

bank is reduced, which may cause an overdraft. This payment may have been

sent with the expectation it would be offset with incoming payments. However,

if there is uncertainty regarding the receipt of such payments, participants face
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settlement risk and have an incentive to delay sending payments until such uncer-

tainty is resolved. In effect, delaying transactions provides some insurance against

settlement risk. This incentive encourages later day concentration of payments

regardless of the cost of intraday overdrafts; the imposition of an intraday over-

draft fee only strengthens the existing incentive to delay payments. As a result,

the impact of such a fee on overdrafts would be marginal. Thus, the inclusion

of settlement risk in the model can explain stylized facts 1-2 and 5 for Fedwire

funds.

Factoring settlement risk into participants' timing decisions implies that late-

day coordination in RTGS payment systems may be optimal. If participants limit

their risk exposure by delaying payments, the potential for contagion may be

smaller ex post than might otherwise be the case. This conclusion is consistent

with Fur�ne's (2003) �ndings for the U.S. and those of Angelini, Maresca, and

Russo (1996) for the Italian payment system.

The �nal factor that we add to the model which can in�uence participants'

decisions on the timing of transactions is system design. We extend the payments

framework to study DVP securities settlement systems. The DVP nature of set-

tlement suggests that the settlement risk of a participant is diminished because it

receives funds (or securities) at the same time it sends securities (or funds). As a

result, the impact of settlement risk on strategic interaction is marginal for these

systems.

Unlike in an RTGS system, settlement risk does not provide an incentive to

concentrate transactions in a DVP securities settlement system. In Fedwire secu-
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rities, the sender of the securities initiates the transaction, consequently the sender

of funds has less control over the management of intraday overdrafts. This lack

of control is not costly when there is no intraday overdraft fee, but becomes more

of an issue when there is a positive fee. The fee, therefore, creates an incentive

to send securities and receive funds early, encouraging early concentration of set-

tlement activity. This is consistent with the stylized fact 3. The imposition of

an intraday overdraft fee reduces overdrafts as it encourages more concentration,

consistent with stylized fact 4. Raising the intraday overdraft fee only strength-

ens the incentive and has little marginal impact, which is consistent with stylized

fact 5 for securities.

The models' ability to match the dramatically different reactions induced by

the introduction of an intraday overdraft fee suggest that settlement risk is an im-

portant factor in participants' decisions regarding the timing of payments. Policy

makers need to consider the impact that system design and other policy changes

have on settlement risk and how that impacts participants' incentives. Our model

provides a starting point from which to evaluate possible policy alternatives.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. Section I. documents

the stylized facts. Section II. presents the model of the funds system. We derive

the equilibrium behavior in the model and discuss the implications for overdrafts.

This analysis is then repeated for the securities model in Section III. The �nal

section concludes.
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Figure 1: Funds Timing (Richards, 1995, pp. 1074)

I. Stylized Facts

The stylized facts are derived from the intraday pattern of settlement in Fedwire

funds and securities both before and after the April 1994 introduction of an intra-

day overdraft fee and its subsequent increase in April 1995. Some of the evidence

was observed by Richards (1995), which provides a history of the Federal Re-

serve's credit risk management policies.7 The impact of this policy change can be

summarized as the timing of settlement and the amount of overdrafts across the

Fedwire funds service was largely unchanged, whereas the timing of settlement

and the amount of overdrafts related to Fedwire securities changed signi�cantly

in response to the initial fee but not for the fee increase.

We begin by documenting the timing and extent of concentration. Unfortu-

nately, data limitations require that we rely on Richards (1995) for evidence on

intraday timing. Figure 1, reproduced from Richards (1995), shows little change
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Figure 2: Securities Timing (Richards, 1995, pp. 1074)

in the timing of Fedwire funds transactions in 1994. The percent of value settled

prior to 2:00 p.m. trended down somewhat, falling around 7 percent from 1993

to 1995. This evidence is consistent with stylized facts 1. This trend towards

later concentration of settlement has continued in more recent data (see Board of

Governors, 2006).

Fedwire securities responded to the fee more strongly, as shown in Figure 2,

also reproduced from Richards (1995). From 1993 to 1995, the percentage of

value settled by 10:00 a.m. increased 20% and the percentage settled by noon

increased around 30%. Comparing these �gures shows that securities settlement

tends to occur much earlier than funds settlement and that the difference became

accentuated after the fee was imposed in April 1994. Figure 2 thus documents

stylized fact 3.

Inspection of Figures 1 and 2 also reveals that the April 1995 fee increase had
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a negligible effect on both funds and securities, as summarized in fact 5.

Data are available that details the impact of the policy change on the use of

overdrafts. In the aggregate, average daily overdrafts in 1994 fell from $32.4

billion in the �rst quarter to $19.3 billion in the fourth quarter: more than a 40%

drop in the Federal Reserve's credit exposure. The 2005 increase in the fee had

little impact on overdrafts.

The decline in total overdrafts masks a strong asymmetry between the re-

sponses of Fedwire funds and Fedwire securities respectively. The asymmetric

response can been seen in Figure 3 on the following page. This �gure shows the

quarterly average of average daily overdrafts for Fedwire funds, Fedwire securi-

ties, and their sum in constant 2000 dollars. The large decline in total overdrafts

was almost entirely driven by a reduction in the use of overdrafts to settle secu-

rities. While Fedwire funds overdrafts do dip somewhat after the fee is initially

imposed, the change is small relative to that of overdrafts from securities.

In addition to the relatively small drop in funds-related overdrafts when the

fee was imposed, the funds overdrafts continued to grow at roughly the same

rate after the policy change. More formally, as shown in Table 1 on the next

page, the �rst Chow (1960) test rejects a structural break in funds overdrafts in

response to the initial fee. The Chow test's null hypothesis is that the coef�cients

of a linear regression are constant before and after a possible break point. In this

case, we regressed the �rst difference of the quarterly average of overdrafts in the

Fedwire funds system on a constant and a trend.8 Correcting for heteroscedasticity

and serial correlation in the errors further strengthens the result. The structural
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Figure 3: Average Daily Overdrafts per Quarter

stability of funds' overdrafts supports stylized fact 2.

In contrast, the clearest feature of Fedwire securities overdrafts is the dramatic

fall after the fee is imposed. Furthermore, the strong upward growth trend is

reversed after the policy takes effect and securities overdrafts continue to decline

albeit more slowly for a considerable period. Not surprisingly, as shown in Table 1,

the Chow test for securities overdrafts con�rms a structural break following the

pricing change. Correcting for heteroscedasticity and serial correlation further

Table 1: Chow Tests for Structural Stability
Variable Test Statistic Probability Value

1(Avg. Funds Overdrafts) 0.70512 49.73%
1(Avg. Secs. Overdrafts) 5.56071 0.56%
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strengthens the result. The evidence for a structural break in securities' overdrafts

supports stylized fact 4

Turning to the effect of the subsequent fee increase, Figure 3 on the previous

page shows no signs of any signi�cant impact in April 1995 on either funds or

securities overdrafts. Chow tests (not shown) strongly reject a structural break for

both funds' and securities overdrafts, supporting stylized fact 5.

Further evidence of the asymmetric impact of the Federal Reserve's policy

change is provided by Figure 4 on the following page. This �gure shows the

quarterly average of the ratio of daily overdrafts to the daily value of settled trans-

actions.9 Since the fee was imposed, the ratio for Fedwire funds has remained

remarkably stable, while the ratio has fallen substantially for Fedwire securities.

As shown in Table 2 on page 14, we can accept the hypothesis that the turnover

ratio for funds is stationary using any of the Dickey-Fuller (DF), Augmented

Dickey-Fuller (ADF), or Phillips-Perron (PP) tests10 (for other changes that could

affect the two services, see CPSS, 2005). These tests are run with an intercept, but

no trend. The hypothesis of stationarity is accepted for any reasonable con�dence

level.

Stationarity of the turnover ratio implies the value of funds settled over Fed-

wire and the overdrafts used in that settlement are cointegrated. The interpretation

is that in the long-run the value of payments drives the use of overdrafts. This

equilibrium relationship is stable in the long-run despite the many changes in the

payment system environment including the policy changes in 1994 and 1995.

The turnover ratio for securities is more complicated. As shown in Table 2
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on page 14, stationarity can be rejected at the 99 percent con�dence level. Trend

stationarity can also be rejected but not at the same uniform strength; the rejection

level is somewhat sensitive to the number of lags included in the test.

The results can be clari�ed by looking at the last line in the table which re-

ports results from Perron's (1989) test. Perron's test has a null of stationarity

with a single shift in level in the series. This hypothesis is overwhelmingly ac-

cepted for the securities ratio, implying the existence of a cointegration between

the value of securities settled and the corresponding overdrafts. However unlike

for the funds, the policy change caused the cointegration for securities to suffer

a structural break. The asymmetric impact of the fee imposition on the causal
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Table 2: Stationarity Test Results
Variable Test Test Statistic Stationarity
Funds Turnover Ratio DF -1.20020 Accept >10%

ADF -0.82498 Accept >10%
PP -1.22495 Accept >10%

Secs. Turnover Ratio DF -4.69688 Reject <1%
ADF -6.29156 Reject <1%
PP -4.79373 Reject <1%
DF(t) -3.46409 Reject <10%
ADF(t) -7.19960 Reject <1%
PP(t) -3.57294 Reject <5%
Perron (A) 1.289 Accept >10%

relationship for funds and securities provides further support for stylized facts 2

and 4.

Having provided empirical support for the stylized facts, we now present our

models, �rst for funds and then for securities.

II. The Funds Model

A. Environment

The baseline model shares many characteristics with BG's model. There are three

periods denoted t D 0; 1; 2 which can be interpreted as morning, afternoon and

overnight. There are two agents called banks indexed by i 2 f1; 2g whose ob-

jective is to minimize the expected cost of making payments to one another.11 In

addition to the banks, there is an institution which can be interpreted as a central

bank that provides payment services to the banks.12 Speci�cally, banks can send
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and receive payments by moving balances across accounts that they have with the

central bank. In doing so, the banks are able to access liquidity from the central

bank by overdrawing their account.

The timing of events is as follows. Banks start period 0 with a zero account

balance from which to make payments.13 Then with probability p, bank i 2 f1; 2g

receives an instruction to make a payment of 1 dollar to bank j . The realization

of this payment shock is independent of whether the other bank also receives a

payment instruction. Moreover, the realization of the payment shock is private

information to the bank. That is, the banks cannot communicate with one another

and so coordinate payments cooperatively in order to reduce the expected costs of

making payments.14

If bank i receives a payment instruction, it then decides whether to make the

payment in the morning (period 0) or in the afternoon (period 1). We assume

that banks do not strategically delay payments until the overnight period (period

2) unless it receives information concerning the ability of the other bank to send

payments (see below).15 Banks can overdraw on their central bank accounts to

make payments at a fee r � 0 for each period t 2 f0; 1g in which their account

is in overdraft status. An account is in overdraft status whenever it has a negative

balance at the end of a period. If a bank's account is in overdraft status at the end

of period 1, it must borrow funds in the overnight market at interest rate R > r to

return to a zero balance.16

At the beginning of period 1, a bank may receive a settlement shock. Speci�-

cally, with a small probability " > 0, bank i cannot receive a payment from bank
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j during period 1, but will receive it in period 2. The realization of the settlement

shock is independent across banks. Moreover, the realization of the settlement

shocks is common information among the banks, but the realization of whether

a bank is to receive a payment from the affected bank remains private. Thus if a

bank �nds out that it cannot receive a payment from the other bank, it can delay

any outstanding payments that must be sent to the affected bank until period 2.

The settlement shock represents a certain type of settlement risk to the receiv-

ing bank�de�ned as the risk that a payment is not sent by the expected time,

in this case by the end of the intraday period.17 Such a shock could occur, for

example, when the sending bank has an operational disruption or has a lack of

available liquidity to send a payment at a particular point in time. This restricts

the receiving bank's incoming source of liquidity that could offset outgoing pay-

ments and reduce their own costs of sending payments. The settlement shock

can be thought of as a proxy for uncertainty regarding incoming funds to offset

outgoing funds. While such a shock is relatively small in scope, it does have a

cost by raising the probability that a bank needs to borrow in the overnight market

(see below). More severe types of settlement shocks, such as those arising from

insolvency, would have the effect of strengthening this cost.

Finally, during period 2 any outstanding payments are made and any outstand-

ing overdraft balances are repaid by borrowing overnight at interest rate R.

Three noticeable differences exist between this model and that in BG. The �rst

is that banks do not receive a second payment instruction shock in the afternoon.

A second shock would complicate the analysis without fundamentally changing
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the results. The second difference is that we do not assume that there is a social

cost of payment delay, consistent with the remarks made by Green (2005). Re-

laxing that assumption does not ex-ante imply that early payments are socially

optimal. The third difference is the introduction of the settlement shock, which

we shall demonstrate below, is an important addition for matching the model with

the stylized facts for Fedwire.

B. Cost Functions

As in BG, a bank's objective is to minimize the expected cost of making a pay-

ment. This objective only becomes relevant when a bank receives a payment shock

at the beginning of period 0. Thus, we can focus on a bank's payment strategy in

the state of the world in which it receives a payment instruction.

In what follows, we focus on pure strategies. Let si denote the strategy of bank

i given that it received a payment instruction. The set of possible pure strategies

is si 2 fm; ag, where m denotes a morning payment (at period 0) and a denotes

an afternoon payment (at period 1). A strategy pro�le is a pair of timing strategies

.si ; sj /.

The expected cost of making a payment, c, is a function of its payment timing

strategy, si , the timing strategy of the other bank, sj , the probability that the bank

is to receive a payment, p, the intraday overdraft fee, r , the overnight interest rate,

R, and the probability of settlement risk, ". Let c.si ; sj / denote bank i's expected

cost of making a payment when it plays the timing strategy si while bank j plays
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the timing strategy sj . Then there are four possible realizations of expected costs:

(1) c.m;m/ D .1� p/.2r C R/

(2) c.m; a/ D p.1� "/r C p".2r C R/C .1� p/.2r C R/

(3) c.a;m/ D .1� p/.1� "/.r C R/C .1� p/"R

(4) c.a; a/ D .1� p/.1� "/.r C R/C .1� p/"R:

Equation (1) pertains to bank i's cost if both it and bank j send their payments

in the morning (period 0). With probability p, bank j also receives a payment

instruction and sends it in the morning. Thus, both payments offset and there is

no overdraft fee and no need for bank i to borrow in the overnight market. With

probability .1 � p/, bank j does not receive a payment. In that case, bank i

must pay the overdraft fee, r , both in the morning and the afternoon. It then must

borrow in the overnight market to cover its overdraft. Bank i's total cost in this

case is .2r C R/.

Equation (2) pertains to bank i's cost if it sends a payment in the morning and

bank j , if it receives a payment instruction, sends it in the afternoon. With prob-

ability p, bank j receives a payment instruction and delays until the afternoon.
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Bank i sends its payment and goes into overdraft for the morning (period 0). In

the afternoon, bank j sends its payment. With probability .1 � "/, the payment

is received by bank i and no further overdraft charges are incurred. In such a

scenario, bank i's total cost is r . With probability ", there is a settlement shock

and so bank i must incur an additional overdraft fee for the afternoon, ends the

day with an account balance of �1, and must borrower in the overnight market to

bring the account balance back to zero. In this scenario, the bank's total cost is

.2r C R/. Finally, with probability .1 � p/, bank j does not receive a payment

instruction, and, as before bank i's total cost is 2r C R.

Equation (3) pertains to bank i's costs if it sends a payment in the afternoon

while bank j sends its payment in the morning if bank j receives an instruction.

With probability p bank j receives a payment instruction and sends the payment in

the morning. Bank i's account balance goes to 1. Bank i then sends its payment in

the afternoon. Regardless of whether there is a settlement shock, bank i does not

face any settlement costs because it enters the afternoon with a positive account

balance. Either the payment goes out in the afternoon (with probability .1�"/) or

it goes out in the overnight market. In that case, bank i would not have to borrow

in the overnight market. With probability .1 � p/, bank j does not receive an

instruction. Bank i sends its payment in the afternoon and it goes through with

probability .1 � "/. In that case, bank i's costs are .r C R/ because the payment

requires an afternoon overdraft and a loan in the overnight market. If there is a

settlement shock (with probability "), then bank i does not pay an overdraft fee,

but must borrow in the overnight market to make the late payment and so its cost
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is R.

Finally, equation (4) pertains to bank i's cost if both banks send payments in

the afternoon. With probability p, bank j receives an instruction. Both banks

delay payments until the afternoon. If there is no settlement shock, then both pay-

ments offset each other and there are no overdraft charges. If there is a settlement

shock, both banks send payments overnight and these offset each other so that

there are no overnight loan charges.18 With probability .1 � p/, bank i does not

receive a payment instruction, and bank i's cost is determined in the same manner

as in equation (3).

C. Equilibrium

In this subsection, we solve for the Bayesian Nash equilibria of the payment co-

ordination game.

Free Intraday Overdrafts.�We �rst solve for the Bayesian Nash equilibrium

when there is no intraday overdraft fee (r D 0) as was the case for Fedwire before

1994. Table 3 represents the game in a 2� 2 normal form. From Table 3 we have

the following proposition.

Table 3: Payment Game with Free Overdrafts
Bank 2

m a
m .1� p/R p"R C .1� p/R

Bank 1 .1� p/R .1� p/R
a .1� p/R .1� p/R

p"R C .1� p/R .1� p/R
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Proposition 1. For any " > 0, and r D 0, the strategy pro�les .m;m/ and .a; a/

are Bayesian Nash equilibria, but only .a; a/ survives the elimination of weakly

dominated strategies.

Proof. If bank j plays m then bank i is indifferent to playing a or m; both

strategies yield a cost of .1 � p/R. Thus .m;m/ is a Bayesian Nash equilib-

rium. If bank j plays a, then a strongly dominates m for bank i because m has

a higher expected cost by p"R. Thus .a; a/ is also a Bayesian Nash equilibrium.

Moreover a weakly dominates m so that .a; a/ is the equilibrium that survives the

elimination of weakly dominated strategies.

Proposition 1 shows that in the presence of settlement risk, even a small risk,

banks wish to concentrate their payments in order to reduce the expected costs

related to settlement. Although banks are indifferent as to when such concentra-

tion takes place, the settlement risk encourages banks to delay payments. The

model predicts that payments are concentrated in the afternoon, consistent with

the pre-price observations in Fedwire funds documented in stylized fact 1. By

delaying payments, information is revealed that can help the banks minimize their

costs. If information pertaining to a shock is revealed, a bank can delay outgoing

payments until period 2 in order to reduce the likelihood of having to borrow in

the overnight market.

Costly Intraday Overdrafts.�We now turn to the pure strategy equilibria of

the payments game when there is a positive overdraft fee (r > 0), as is the case in

Fedwire starting in 1994. Table 4 on the following page represents the game in a
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2 � 2 normal form with equations (1-4) simpli�ed where appropriate.The inclu-

Table 4: Payment Game with Costly Overdrafts
Bank 2

m a
m .1� p/.2r C R/ .1� p C p"/ .R C r/C r

Bank 1 .1� p/.2r C R/ .1� p/R C .1� p/.1� "/r
a .1� p/R C .1� p/.1� "/r .1� p/R C .1� p/.1� "/r

.1� p C p"/ .R C r/C r .1� p/R C .1� p/.1� "/r

sion of a positive value of r in the expected cost functions leads to the following

proposition.

Proposition 2. For any " > 0, and r > 0, the strategy pro�le .a; a/ is the unique

equilibrium.

Proof. First we show that a dominates m for bank i when bank j plays m.

Bank i's expected cost is less when playing a if

(5) .1� p/.2r C R/ > .1� p/R C .1� p/.1� "/r

which can be seen by inspection. Next, we show that a dominates m for bank i

when bank j plays a. Bank i's expected cost is less when playing a if

(6) p.1� "/r C .1� p C p"/.2r C R/ > .1� p/R C .1� p/.1� "/r:

Rearranging (6) gives

(7) p.1� "/r C p".2r C R/C .1� p/.2r C R/ > .1� p/r C .1� "/R:
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Because the last term on the left-hand side of (7) is greater than the right-hand

side, the inequality holds.

Proposition 2 states that charging a price for intraday overdrafts eliminates

the .m;m/ equilibrium that existed without pricing and strengthens the banks'

preferences to concentrate payments later in the day. However, because the banks

already had a preference for late day concentration due to settlement risk with

free intraday overdrafts, empirically we would not expect much of a change in

the timing and concentration of Fedwire funds once intraday overdrafts became

costly. Thus, the model is consistent with stylized fact 1.

D. Ef�ciency and Risk in the Funds Model

In the introduction we noted that central banks face a number of policy questions

regarding the ef�ciency and riskiness of payment systems. Bank behavior on

the timing of payments directly impacts these policy questions. Our model is

equipped to provide some insights on a number of such questions relating to the

impact of introducing a price on intraday overdrafts.

Consider ef�ciency. We say an equilibrium is ef�cient if it minimizes the joint

expected costs of the two banks. In the payment game without pricing, inspection

of Table 3 on page 20 shows that both equilibria minimize the joint cost of the

two banks. This result contrasts with BG. When intraday overdrafts are free, BG's

assumption of a social cost of delay implies that only .m;m/ is ef�cient.

In the payment game with the pricing of overdrafts, the unique equilibrium
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.a; a/ is ef�cient. A bank's expected cost at .a; a/ is less than its cost under any

other outcome. This result again contrasts with BG. In our model, delaying pay-

ments partially insures a bank against the possibility that incoming payments are

not settled, which adds to a bank's cost of sending payments. The introduction

of an overdraft fee does add to the cost of making payments even with concentra-

tion because some banks will need to send outgoing payments without receiving

incoming payments, go into overdraft in the afternoon, and pay an overdraft fee.

Thus, the greater the fee, the greater the expected cost of making payments.

Central banks are also concerned about their own exposure to credit risk which

is related to the aggregate size of intraday overdrafts. As the size of an individual

overdraft is one, the amount of expected intraday overdrafts in the funds model

without pricing is simply p.1 � p/, which is the probability that one bank re-

ceives a payment times the probability that the other does not (a situation where

payments cannot offset).

As in the case of free intraday overdrafts, the amount of expected intraday

overdrafts in the model with a positive price is p.1� p/. Thus, the model predicts

no change in the aggregate amount of expected overdrafts.19 Thus, we should

not expect to see much change in overdrafts for Fedwire funds in response to the

introduction of overdraft pricing. This is consistent with stylized fact 2.

Additionally, the equilibria in the model with pricing are not sensitive to the

level of the fee. Proposition 2 holds for any r > 0. Thus, the model predicts

that neither the amount nor timing of overdrafts should be sensitive to the level

of a positive intraday overdraft fee when that fee is less than the overnight rate
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(as is assumed). Consequently, changes in the fee will have the effect of raising

the cost of making payments without signi�cantly lowering the aggregate amount

of overdrafts. This matches the experience in Fedwire funds as summarized by

stylized fact 5.

Finally, the incentive to concentrate payments late in the day suggests that

more payments may be susceptible to a settlement shock in aggregate. If a settle-

ment shock occurs, the fact that both banks delay payments until period 1 means

that more payments face the risk that they will not settle until the overnight period.

This risk posed by late day payments has been a recent issue of interest for central

banks.20

III. The Securities Model

A. Environment

The securities model is very similar to the funds model. There are three periods,

two banks, and a central bank that provides payment services to the banks. The

main differences between the two models are: i) the bank sending securities de-

cides when to initiate the transaction and ii) the delivery-versus-payment (DVP)

feature of securities settlement affects the cost of initiating transactions.

The timing of events is as follows. Banks start period 0 with a zero account

balance from which to make payments. Then, with probability p bank i 2 f1; 2g

receives an instruction to send securities valued at 1 dollar to bank j . As before,

the realization of this payment shock is independent of whether the other bank
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also receives an instruction and is private information to the bank.

If bank i receives a payment instruction, it then decides whether to send the

securities in the morning (period 0) or in the afternoon (period 1). It is assumed

that banks do not strategically delay the sending of securities until the overnight

period (period 2) unless it receives information concerning the ability of the other

bank to send securities and/or payments (see below). The DVP nature of securities

settlement automatically forces the bank receiving the securities to send the equiv-

alent payment (of 1 dollar) at the same time as it receives the securities. Banks

will overdraw on their central bank accounts to send these funds at a fee r � 0

for each period t 2 f0; 1g when their account is in overdraft status. An account is

in overdraft status whenever it has a negative balance at the end of a period. If a

bank's account is in overdraft status at the end of period 1, it must borrow funds

in the overnight market at interest rate R > r to return to a zero balance.

As in the funds model a bank may receive a settlement shock at the beginning

of period 1. Speci�cally, with a small probability " > 0, bank i cannot settle a

securities transaction with bank j during period 1, but will be able to in period 2.

The realization of the settlement shock is independent across banks. Moreover,

the realization of the settlement shocks is common information among the banks,

but the realization of whether a bank is to receive securities from the affected

bank remains private. Thus if a bank �nds out that it cannot receive securities

from the other bank, it can delay any outstanding transactions that must be sent

to the affected bank until period 2. As in the funds model, this shock represents a

certain type of liquidity risk to the receiving bank.
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Finally during period 2, any outstanding securities settlement transactions are

made and any outstanding overdraft balances are repaid by borrowing overnight

at interest rate R.

B. Cost Functions

A bank's objective is to minimize the expected cost of securities settlement. As

before, this only becomes relevant when a bank receives a payment shock at the

beginning of period 0. Thus, we can focus attention on a bank's securities settle-

ment strategy in the state of the world in which it receives a securities settlement

instruction.

As before, we focus on pure strategies. The notation is similar to that in the

funds model. The expected cost of a securities transaction, c, is a function of its

timing strategy, si , the timing strategy of the other bank, sj , the probability that

the bank is to receive securities, p, the intraday overdraft fee, r , the overnight

interest rate, R, and the probability of settlement risk, ". Let c.si ; sj / denote bank

i's expected cost of initiating a securities transaction when it plays the timing

strategy si while bank j plays the timing strategy sj . Then there are four possible

realizations of expected costs:

(8) c.m;m/ D 0
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(9) c.m; a/ D 0

(10) c.a;m/ D p"2r C p.1� "/r

(11) c.a; a/ D 0:

Equation (8) pertains to bank i's cost if both it and bank j send their securities

in the morning (period 0). Regardless of whether bank j also receives a securities

settlement instruction or not bank i sends its securities in the morning and receives

a payment at the same time. Thus, there is no overdraft fee and no need for bank

i to borrow in the overnight market so its cost are always 0.

Equation (9) pertains to bank i's cost if it sends its securities in the morning

and bank j , if it receives a securities settlement instruction, sends it in the after-

noon. As in equation (8) there is no cost to bank i .

Equation (10) pertains to bank i's costs if it sends securities in the afternoon

while bank j sends securities in the morning if it receives an instruction. With

probability p bank j receives a securities settlement instruction and sends it in

the morning. Bank i's funds account balance goes to �1. Bank i then sends its

securities in the afternoon. If the transaction is completed in the afternoon (with

probability .1�"/) then bank i must pay an overdraft fee for the morning. If there

is a settlement shock (with probability "), the bank i must pay 2r for overdrafts in
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the morning and the afternoon. In that case, bank i will not have to borrow in the

overnight market to send its securities as it will get a dollar in return and its funds

balance will return to 0.

Finally equation (11) pertains to bank i's cost if both banks send securities

in the afternoon. As with c.m;m/ and c.m; a/, bank i has no cost to send its

securities.

C. Equilibrium

We now solve for the Bayesian Nash equilibria of the securities settlement coor-

dination game.

Free Intraday Overdrafts.�Aswith the funds model, we begin with the Bayes-

ian Nash equilibrium when there is no intraday overdraft fee (r D 0) as was the

case for Fedwire before 1994. Table 5 represents the game in a 2�2 normal form.

Table 5: Securities Settlement Game with Free Overdrafts
Bank 2
m a

m 0 0
Bank 1 0 0

a 0 0
0 0

The main implication is that without overdraft fees, there is no cost to securi-

ties settlement. The settlement risk is completely eliminated by the DVP nature of

the securities settlement system. Banks that send securities do not have to incur

overdrafts. Those that receive securities may incur overdrafts but face no cost in
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doing so. Thus, we have the following.

Proposition 3. For any " > 0, and r D 0, all strategy pro�les are Bayesian Nash

equilibria.

The key implication of the proposition is that banks have no incentive to co-

ordinate payments. Thus, Proposition 3 suggests no empirically signi�cant con-

centration of payments in a DVP securities settlement system with no intraday

overdraft fee. Such is the observation for Fedwire securities before pricing in

stylized fact 3.

Costly Intraday Overdrafts.�We now turn to the pure strategy equilibria of

the securities game when there is a positive overdraft fee (r > 0) as is the case in

Fedwire starting in 1994. Table 6 represents the game in a 2� 2 normal form.

Table 6: Securities Settlement Game with Costly Overdrafts
Bank 2

m a
m 0 0

Bank 1 0 p"2r C p.1� "/r
a p"2r C p.1� "/r 0

0 0

With r > 0 we have the following proposition.

Proposition 4. For any " > 0 and r > 0, the strategy pro�les .m;m/ and .a; a/

are Bayesian Nash equilibria, but only .m;m/ survives the elimination of weakly

dominated strategies.

Proof. If bank j plays a then bank i is indifferent to playing a or m; both

strategies yield a cost of 0. Thus .a; a/ is a Bayesian Nash equilibrium. If bank
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j plays m, then m strongly dominates a for bank i because a has a positive ex-

pected cost whereasm does not. Thus .m;m/ is also a Bayesian Nash equilibrium.

Moreover m weakly dominates a so that .m;m/ is the equilibrium that survives

the elimination of weakly dominated strategies.

The main intuition for Proposition 4 is that banks have no incentive to delay

sending securities. If they delay, then there is a good chance that the other bank

sends securities earlier and causes the receiving bank to go into overdraft which

is now costly. Thus, banks prefer to send their securities early and receive the

equivalent funds early. This funding can then be used to offset current or future

payments due to the receipt of securities and to avoid overdrafts. Thus, the DVP

nature of the securities settlement system provides an incentive for early securi-

ties settlement only if there is a positive price for overdrafts. This is consistent

with stylized fact 3 as securities transactions over Fedwire became much more

concentrated earlier in the day after the introduction of an overdraft fee.

D. Ef�ciency and Risk in the Securities Model

As with the funds model, we now turn to the policy questions regarding the ef�-

ciency and riskiness of securities settlement systems.

First, consider ef�ciency. Recall that an equilibrium is ef�cient if it jointly

minimizes the expected costs of the two banks. Any equilibrium of the settlement

game with no overdraft fee is going to be ef�cient from this perspective. In the

securities game with the pricing of overdrafts, both Bayesian Nash equilibria are
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ef�cient. Note that the introduction of an overdraft fee does add to the cost

of settlement as it did in the funds model. The greater the fee, the greater the

expected cost of securities settlement.

Next, consider risk. In the model with no fee, the expected amount of over-

drafts is indeterminate. It will be at least as large as the amount of overdrafts

found in the funds game, p.1 � p/. It is likely higher, however, because the

securities game supports more equilibria with no incentive to economize on the

need for overdrafts; that is, there is no incentive to concentrate securities transac-

tions. In the model with a positive price, both Bayesian Nash equilibria have the

tendency to lower overdrafts. Because pricing encourages coordination, expected

overdrafts are p.1 � p/ which is likely lower than that without an overdraft fee

because it encourages equilibria with the concentration of settlement transactions.

This is consistent with stylized fact 4 that the introduction of an intraday overdraft

fee reduced the overdrafts from securities transactions.

As with the funds model, the equilibrium outcomes in the model are not sen-

sitive to the level of the fee. Proposition 4 holds for any r > 0. Thus, the model

predicts that neither the amount or timing of overdrafts should be sensitive to the

level of a positive intraday overdraft fee. Consequently, changes in the fee will

raise the costs of settlement without further reductions in the aggregate level of

overdrafts. This matches the experience in Fedwire securities as summarized by

stylized fact 5.

Finally, the early equilibrium, which survives the elimination of weakly dom-

inated strategies, suggests that less securities transactions are susceptible to the
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settlement shock after the overdraft fee is imposed. Thus, fewer securities trans-

actions are likely to have to be scheduled during the overnight period. This poses

less risk that securities transactions will be delayed until the overnight period.

IV. Conclusion

This paper models the strategic interaction of participants in both payment and

settlement systems to better understand the intraday patterns of settlement. We

identify factors that in�uence a participant's timing decision for transactions. We

develop a model that has three possible factors: the cost of intraday liquidity, the

extent of settlement risk, and the overall design of a system. We then demonstrate

how the model successfully matches a number of stylized facts about the timing

of transactions in the Federal Reserve's Fedwire funds and securities services.

As mentioned in the introduction, predictions about future policy changes typ-

ically assume no change in participants' behavior. By using observed responses

to policy changes to extract the factors that in�uence the timing of transactions,

our model provides a solid starting point for future policy analysis. A key insight

is that settlement risk and the design of payment and settlement systems matters.

For example, the framework can be used to evaluate how alternatives to real-time

gross settlement systems might impact concentration in payments systems or to

evaluate the impact in securities settlement of having the sender of funds initi-

ate a transaction. Future work could also focus on how participants may respond

in times of stress so that policy makers can anticipate the likelihood of �nancial
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contagion and crises.

While our model is focused on matching facts in response to a particular policy

change, the framework could be applied to other policies as well. For example,

many RTGS systems in the European Union and elsewhere provide free intraday

liquidity but require the credit to be collateralized. As shown in BG, collateralized

intraday overdrafts can have an implicit cost to acquiring liquidity that can lead

to different outcomes regarding concentration. Their analysis, however, did not

account for settlement risk or look at securities settlement systems.

While our model does well in qualitatively explaining the stylized facts con-

cerning Fedwire, other features that we have not modeled may also contribute to

those facts. For example, it may be the case that there are market conventions that

imply banks will send more payments later in the day. More analysis may shed

some light as to the relevant importance of alternative explanations.
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Notes

1Eligible securities include those issued by the U.S. Treasury, federal agen-

cies, government sponsered enterprises (such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac),

and certain international organizations (such as the World Bank and International

Monetary Fund).
2The Fedwire securities service is a �Model 1� DVP system. See CPSS (1992)

for two other models for DVP systems.
3In April 1994 the intraday overdraft fee went from 0 to 24 basis points (using

a 24-hour rate). In April 1995 the fee increased from 24 to the current fee of 36

basis points.
4Their model considers two different types of policies that affect the cost of

acquiring intraday liquidity: an explicit price or interest rate due to be paid at the

end of the day for an unsecured overdraft, or an implicit price due to the oppor-

tunity cost of collateral posted to secure an overdraft. Our model focuses only

on the �rst type of policy because it closely resembles the policy of the Federal

Reserve. Our model could be extended to look at collateral-based policies.
5While the need to economize on liquidity may encourage cooperation over

noncooperative behavior, the size and scale of large value payment and securities

settlement systems suggest that a noncooperative framework is an appropriate one.

There are over 7500 participants in Fedwire. Cooperative behavior from such a

large number of players would be extremely dif�cult.
6Kahn, McAndrews, and Roberds (2003) model settlement risk within pay-
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ment systems to compare the riskiness of net and gross settlement payment sys-

tems. They do not model participants' timing decisions, but allow participants

to strategically default, and not send payments. In our model, participants do

not strategically default on payments, but can strategically decide when to send

payments.
7See also Coleman (2002) for updates to the policy history after 1995.
8We �rst differenced the data due to nonstationarity. The constant and trend

are individually insigni�cant, but jointly signi�cant. We include the trend as it is

signi�cant for securities overdrafts. If the trend is dropped, the Chow test has a

value of 1.10954 with a probability of 29.55 percent.
9The data on the value of transactions settled is only available from 1993 on-

wards.
10For the Dickey-Fuller and Augmented Dickey-Fuller tests, see Dickey and

Fuller (1979). The lag length in the ADF tests is 2, which minimizes the Akaike

Information Criterion. The Bayesian Information Criterion uniformly chooses a

lag length of zero: equivalent to the DF test. For the Phillips-Perron test, see

Phillips (1987) and Phillips and Perron (1988). The results are presented for zero

lags in the error process based on a Ljung-Box test for serial correlation, but the

conclusions are not sensitive to the inclusion of more lags.
11Participants in payment and settlement systems are typically depository insti-

tutions, with some exceptions. For simplicity, we refer to participants as banks.
12There is nothing in the model that suggests that these payment services should

be provided by a central bank instead of a private clearinghouse. Green (1997)
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discusses this issue.
13It is implicitly assumed that the cost of �pre-funding� a payments account is

greater than the expected cost of overdrawing accounts to make payments. In

an environment where overnight reserves on account at a central bank pays no

interest, this is a reasonable assumption.
14While the inability to communicate seems extreme when there are only two

banks, such an assumption serves as a proxy for systems such as the Federal Re-

serve's Fedwire service, in which there are thousands of daily participants and

many periods within a day to send and receive payments.
15Banks have an interest in making payments on behalf of their customers on

the day they are requested.
16The assumption that the overnight interest rate R is greater than the price

for intraday overdrafts r is consistent with the historical relationship between the

Federal Reserve's price for intraday overdrafts and the Federal Funds rate. More-

over, if R < r then banks would have an incentive to avoid overdrafts completely

and prefund their payment and settlement accounts. Thus, R serves as an upper

bound on the policy choice of r .
17For more detailed information on settlement risk see CPSS (2005).
18This is true regardless of which bank receives the shock. Information regard-

ing the shock will allow the other bank to delay its payment until period 2.
19Recall that the addition of an intraday overdraft fee eliminates the weakly

dominated equilibirium .m;m/. It also eliminates any possible mixed strategy

equilibria that could have resulted in higher expected overdrafts (as banks are less
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likely to concentrate payments when they mix strategies). If mixed strategies are

considered, the model would predict a slight reduction in overdrafts as a result of

increased incentive to concentrate payments in the afternoon period.
20See, for example, Board of Governors (2006).
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